BrCFBrCl ha~ been redetermined ;at 150°K in CFC1 3 as a sol vent . .. T'ne coupling constants, chemical shifts, and rclati ve energies of the three rotamers have been determined with considerable care.
Assur,ning that ru.gh telll]?erature coupling constants and che;mical shifts are time-weighte!i averages of the coupling constants and chemical shifts of the individual rotamers, these quantities have been calculated for several high tem;peratures, and ccnnpared 'With the experimental. values, which have been determined in the same solvent.
All of the spectre. involved are typical A.E{ spectra. The experimental value for l/2(JAX + JEX)AVE is 0.6 to 1.3 temperature of' the low temperature data. The cause of these. discrepancies is discussed. . 1 In the paper by Gutc;t.rsky nnd Sailm it m:w pointed out that qua ..llti ties, such as coupling cor ..stanto and chendca.J. shifts, which arc observed in systems . I • u:ndergoine fast chemical e:1:clla.nse should be timc-vreie]li;!ed o.verageo of those . . i ·quantities for each of the various species that is und~reoing transformation.
In the case of substituted ethane molecules in particular, the high tenwera-
.;! tu.re coupling constants and chemical shifts hrwe been l:;SSU111ed to be \·reighted ·' averages of the coupling constants and chemical shifts.; fol• the . three iruli vidual rotamers. . . 2 Indeed, Gutot. (2) 1-rherc 0:i : is the pru."tition function, excludi~. 
. , . . 
RESUifl.'S
T"ne low temperature spectrum consists of 24 peaks (see Fig. 1 ). From
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peak separations and intensities, peaks 1-6, 10-11, and 16-18 are assigned to . . an ABX spectrum of rotamer I. Only i l peaks of this Alp{ spectrum are observed 6 . ! since, using Pople's notation, D is almost equal to D Peaks 9, 12-15, and +" . ' 22-24 correspond to eight of the eleven possible peaks of the AR< spectrum for rotamer II. Only one peak of the two outer double's could be resolved. As the tenwerature is increased the spectrum coalesces into tvro :pealts at about the locations of 3-7 and 16-l8j at temperatures above 229°K the exchange rate is sufficiently fast that a. time averaged ABlC spectrum is obtained.
The coupling constants were accurately determined at four te~ratures where • -6~ . UCRL-10905 excnanae is rapid and these are also given in Table I 
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